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Pilvipalvelut ovat suosittuja ja lupaavat paljon, mutta ikääntyneet liiketoimintasovel-

lukset voivat olla ongelma siirryttäessä pilvipalveluihin. Tässä tutkimuksessa käsitel-

lään näitä ongelmia kirjallisuuskatsauksen ja kokemusperäisen tiedon avulla. Ratkai-

suja  sovelletaan  pilvi-infrastruktuuria  käyttävään  Tieto  Open  Application  Suite

(TOAS) -sovelluskehitysalustaan.  Siirtostrategian todetaan vaikuttavan suuresti  to-

teutukseen. TOASia varten suositellaan sovellusten uudelleensuunnittelua pilviympä-

ristöä ajatellen. Yleisiä pilveen siirtymisen aiheuttamia sovellusmuutoksia ovat so-

peutuminen palvelukeskeiseen arkkitehtuuriin, kuormantasaukseen sekä ajonaikaisen

ympäristön ja teknologioiden muutokseen. Siirtostrategian valinnan havaitaan olevan

aina tapauskohtaista ja päätöksenteon tukivälineiden käyttö on suositeltavaa.
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Cloud computing, despite its success and promises, presents issues for businesses mi-

grating their legacy applications to cloud. In this research legacy-to-cloud migration

issues are reviewed based on literature findings and an experience report. Solutions

are applied to Tieto Open Application Suite (TOAS) software development platform

running on cloud infrastructure.  It is observed that the migration strategy heavily

affects the migration approach. For TOAS a strategy of redesigning the applications

for cloud is suggested. Common migration-driven application level modifications in-

clude adaptation to service-oriented architecture,  load balancing, and runtime and

technology changes.  A cloud platform such  as  TOAS might  introduce  additional

needs. Decision making on migration strategy is found to be an issue to be solved

case by case. Use of assistive decision making tools is suggested.
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1    INTRODUCTION

1.1    Background

The world IT market on cloud computing, i.e. the use of scalable IT resources offered

as a service over network, is expected to grow significantly in the near future. For

example, in a recent forecast of the research company IDC nearly 50 billion dollars

are spent to public IT cloud services worldwide in 2013, while the amount would be

doubled  in  2017  [1].  During  this  time  period  the  compound  annual  growth  rate

(CAGR) of the market segment would be five times the amount of IT industry as a

whole [1]. According to Gartner, cloud computing investments will become the bulk

of new IT spend in 2016, and for example in India CAGR will be around 30 %

during the next few years [2]. It is clear that the cloud computing field of IT is a very

current and interesting topic with a lot of bigger and smaller players wanting to get

their share of the growing market.

The popularity of cloud services is also visible in the field of scientific research.

Despite its young age the technology has been part of diverse research in the recent

years. However, for the same reason – and due to being a current topic – it constantly

offers more and more interesting research directions. Further research is driven by

the market endeavor to use and offer the yet developing technology and business

concept as efficiently as possible.

A look at the existing research shows that popular topics include issues such as cloud

security and privacy, pricing, scalability and elasticity, and mobile cloud, i.e. uniform

cloud services offered to different kinds of mobile devices. However, a number of

topics have received less attention, one of them being cloud migrations, i.e. trans-

forming IT systems from traditional server architecture to a cloud based, virtualized

environment.

There is a special case within the cloud migration area of research with even fewer

papers  published:  migrating  old,  technologically  outdated  legacy  applications  to
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cloud. The issue itself, however, is topical and important. Especially large corpora-

tions  may  have  business  critical  aged  applications  in  use  which  should  be

modernized but complete redesign is impossible due to various dependencies and

high costs. In this case transformation to cloud might be a solution that brings the

platform to this day, extends the application life time and, depending on the case, cre-

ates opportunities for taking advantage of other benefits offered by cloud computing.

In Tieto Oyj, an IT services company headquartered in Finland, cloud services make

up one of the three fundamental  offering concepts.  A development  initiative was

made  in  2011 to  improve  customer  capacity  services,  e.g.  cloud  based  scalable

storage solutions. Currently Tieto offers cloud services according to the three well

known service models: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS)

and software as a service (SaaS). [3]

One of the most recent cloud solutions offered by Tieto is  an open source based

business  application  development  platform  called  Tieto  Open  Application  Suite

(TOAS). Technologically speaking TOAS is a Java integrated and managed set of

middleware  layer  applications  and  tools  for  developing  and  running  business

applications. For example, included are a Java based business application server, a

relational database management system (RDBMS), and Big Data and Java portal

solutions. TOAS PaaS combines the technologies into a cloud offering. Middleware

components  can  also  be  used  in  an  on-premises  installation  without  cloud.

Consultation and support services are also part of TOAS. [4, 5]

TOAS is one of the options offered by Tieto for modernizing customers' IT services.

It supports modern technologies but open source also makes it a worthy solution for

supporting legacy applications. Nevertheless, TOAS is an emerging product and ex-

periences from cloud migration projects are still thin. This initial setting ensures a

good starting point for this research.
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1.2    Goals and delimitations

The  goal  of  this  work  is  to  give  recommendations  and  express  notable  issues

regarding legacy business application migration to cloud, and especially on top of

TOAS platform. The research problem can be focused with the following questions:

• How can one migrate legacy applications to modern TOAS cloud environ-

ment?

• What kind of application changes might be needed and why?

• While modernizing the platform, is it necessary to completely redesign the

application layer in order to truly benefit from the migration project?

The research approach used in this work is a qualitative case research related to the

TOAS platform. Research methods include literature review and acquiring project

experience by participating a TOAS cloud migration project.  Literature review is

used to gather information about existing solutions to legacy-to-cloud migration is-

sues on a general level so that the solutions could be applied to TOAS case.

With TOAS being an open source based platform where applications are developed

and run  using  open source  software,  this  research  is  limited  to  open source  and

especially Java based applications. Thus for example Microsoft technologies are not

in the scope of this research. Application migration is specifically looked at from

cloud infrastructure point of view even though TOAS supports other infrastructures

also. The research concentrates on migrating to the PaaS service model as TOAS is a

PaaS product.

This work does not try to explain what are the arguments for or benefits from migrat-

ing (legacy) applications to cloud. Instead, the work focuses on the challenge that

originates from legacy-to-cloud migrations.
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1.3    Structure of the thesis

In chapter 2 the meaning of IT cloud services is explained on a general level. TOAS

platform is also introduced. Explaining these key concepts assists in applying the re-

sults of this work in proper context. Existing research on legacy-to-cloud migration

issues and solutions is reviewed in chapter 3. Applicability of findings against TOAS

migrations is also evaluated.

Chapter  4  includes  practical  experiences  from a  real  life  TOAS cloud migration

project where a customer's legacy business applications were migrated into cloud and

on top  of  TOAS.  Experiences  are  cross-analyzed with  literature  review findings.

Answers  to  the  research  questions,  i.e.  recommendations  for  legacy  application

migrations to TOAS cloud environment are discussed in chapter 5. Future research

topics are also suggested. Finally, the work is concluded in chapter 6.
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2    CLOUD AND TOAS

2.1    Cloud computing

What is cloud computing? Like many other hyped terms cloud computing has several

definitions as well.  Understanding and characteristics of cloud have evolved over

time leading to various different definitions in the latest years.

Mell and Grance's definition from National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST), an agency of U.S. Department of Commerce, has gone through several drafts

and defines cloud computing as follows in its final version [6]:

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand net-

work access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,

servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and re-

leased with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”

The NIST definition mentions five characteristics which are essential to cloud com-

puting [6]:

• On-demand self-service: As a customer, provisioning of cloud computing re-

sources independently without manual actions of cloud provider.

• Broad  network  access:  Resources  available  over  network  and  accessed

through standardized mechanisms promoting use by heterogeneous thin or

thick clients.

• Resource pooling: Dynamically assigned, pooled resources for multiple cus-

tomers using a multi-tenant approach.

• Rapid elasticity: Elastic provisioning of resources up and down based on de-

mand.

• Measured service: Automated control and optimization of resource use based

on metering capabilities.
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Also part of the definition are the three most common service models. Software as a

service (SaaS) is about providing access to a provider's application running on cloud

infrastructure via thin client interfaces (e.g. web browser) or program interfaces (e.g.

web  services).  Consumer  does  not  manage  or  control  the  infrastructure,  except

possibly user-specific application configurations. In  Platform as a service (PaaS) a

cloud infrastructure is provided to consumer for deploying their applications onto,

supported by the programming languages, libraries, services and tools of the cloud

environment. Consumer does not manage or control the infrastructure, except their

own applications and possibly configuration of middleware software running those

applications. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) means providing cloud resources (e.g.

servers, storage and networks) to consumer for them to be provisioned and further

utilized  to  deploy and run  any software  the  consumer  likes.  Consumer  does  not

manage  or  control  the  infrastructure  but  controls  operating  systems,  storage,

applications and possibly some network components such as host specific firewalls.

[6]

Out of these service models SaaS is the best known one, and even visible in con-

sumer markets for individuals, not just businesses. Google's email service Gmail is

delivered according to the SaaS principles. The term itself became established al-

ready in the early 2000s, and the model has a predecessor in the form of the Applica-

tion Service Provider (ASP) model [7]. TOAS, when packaged and installed on top

of cloud infrastructure, is a PaaS product [5]. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is an ex-

ample of an IaaS offering [8].

In addition to the three basic service models various other models exist as well. For

example,  Linthicum presents  a  total  of  11 service  models  [9].  Examples  include

storage as a service which is essentially disk space in cloud, database as a service,

and testing as a service which covers cloud hosted testing software and services [9].

The point is, services enabled by cloud computing have evolved and expanded so far

that a concept of anything as a service or everything as a service (XaaS) has been put

into use. XaaS reflects anything that can be offered as a service from cloud, and
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providers are constantly trying to find more business cases to back up this term.

Finally, the NIST definition of cloud computing presents four deployment models. In

private cloud the resources are  exclusively offered for a single organization.  The

cloud may be owned, managed and operated by the organization itself, a third party

or a combination of these, and the installation can locate either on or off premises.

Community  cloud is  otherwise  similar  to  private  but  it  includes  consumers  from

several organizations that have shared concerns. Cloud may be controlled by one or

more organizations in the community. Public cloud is different. It is meant for open

use by the general public, and is installed on the premises of the cloud provider (a

business, academic or government organization).  Hybrid cloud combines the above

deployment  models  by  bounding  the  clouds  together  using  a  standardized  or

proprietary technology enabling data and application portability. [6]

Cloud computing is not a new phenomenon. Going back to 1960s and 1970s before

the era of personal computing there were mainframes, terminals and the concept of

time-sharing  –  multiple  users  interacting  concurrently  with  the  same  computer,

sharing computing time to perform their tasks. Cloud computing follows the same

principles, even though possibilities have been greatly improved.

In [9] three concepts are listed which cloud computing enables and have not been

seen before. Combining service models from various cloud providers is one [9]. For

example, an enterprise could use SaaS based office applications from one provider,

publish their own software through another PaaS provider, and order an IaaS plat-

form to work with from a third provider. Highly improved network technology and

bandwidth are also facts that promote cloud computing: cloud resources feel like lo-

cal resources with low latency, distance of remote resources is not an issue anymore

[9]. Last but not least the availability of innovative cloud providers is mentioned [9].

Cloud computing as a current IT trend is driving competition and providers must be

innovative to constantly come up with new and exciting cloud services.
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2.2    TOAS – Tieto Open Application Suite

TOAS is a Tieto Oyj provided, open source based set of solutions for developing

business applications. TOAS aims at speeding up software development, simplifying

integration, and promoting automation. TOAS consists of technical middleware and

tools, PaaS offering, and support services. Figure 1 represents an overview on the

key concepts: middleware as platforms, and the services around them. [4, 5]

Figure 1. TOAS key concepts. [4]

Technical platforms and tools are called TOAS MiddleWare Solutions (MWS). Plat-

forms are the basic building blocks of TOAS as they provide the technologies on

which to develop and run business applications for various purposes. TOAS MWS

contain only open source technologies and mostly Java based software which can

operate independently or together as a tested and verified solution. [4]

TOAS MWS platforms take place on top of hardware and operating system to run

business applications and offer a TOAS application programming interface (API), as
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shown in figure 2. Regarding hardware TOAS MWS are not bound to any specific

infrastructure: the platforms can be run in cloud or as an on-site installation on cus-

tomer premises. This, and the reliance on open source technologies, eliminate vendor

lock-in in case of TOAS. [4]

Figure 2. TOAS MWS platforms. [4]

Each platform has specific  responsibilities,  and the combination of multiple  plat-

forms provides the overall application user experience. Platform characteristics in-

cluding the most important technical solutions in the current TOAS MWS 3.0 release

are described in table 1.
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Table 1. TOAS MWS 3.0 platforms. [10]

Platform Responsibilities Technologies

Identity Gateway Authentication, authoriza-
tion, and single sign-on 
(SSO) functionality.

Shibboleth, ApacheDS,  
Apache Tomcat

Portal Platform Content publishing and 
management (blogs, wikis,
forums etc.).

Liferay, Spring Portlet, 
Apache Tomcat

Business Application 
Server (BAS)

Container for running tai-
lored, scalable business ap-
plications.

Spring Framework, Spring 
Security, Apache Tomcat

EE Platform Support for Java Enter-
prise Edition (EE) applica-
tions.

Apache TomEE+

Service Platform Domain services, business 
processes, and integration 
for building service-ori-
ented architecture (SOA) 
based solutions.

Mule ESB, Activiti, 
Apache ActiveMQ, 
Drools, Spring Frame-
work, Apache Tomcat

RDBMS Platform Relational database sup-
port for atomic, consistent,
isolated and durable 
(ACID) business transac-
tions.

MariaDB, Galera Cluster, 
DRBD, OpenAIS

NoSQL Platform Document based data 
storage following the 
NoSQL paradigm.

MongoDB

Big Data Platform Clustered data storage for 
processing large amounts 
of business data by 
analytics and in distributed
batching operations.

Apache Hadoop

Common to all platforms is the reference operating system of Red Hat Enterprise

Linux (RHEL) version 6.5. Java 7 is part of all platform but RDBMS and NoSQL

where the technology solutions do not run on Java. [10]

In addition to the widely used Spring Framework TOAS MWS provides its own API

called Open Infinity Core visualized in figure 3. Its main responsibility is to bind

different  frameworks  together  to  operate  as  a  harmonized  API  for  business
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applications. Cross-cutting concerns are also targeted such as logging, audit trail and

exception handling. [10]

Figure 3. Open Infinity Core API. [4]

Open Infinity Core is open source software (OSS) and published under the Apache

License version 2.0 [10]. It is freely available, and developed as open-infinity project

at GitHub [11].

While TOAS MWS reflect the technical building components of TOAS, TOAS PaaS

is a full-scale Tieto offering of those components in a cloud environment. TOAS

PaaS operates on top of an IaaS architecture and supports Amazon Web Services

(AWS)  compatible  elastic  private  and  hybrid  clouds.  TOAS  Cloud  Management

Tools (CMT) is a suite of tools providing cloud adaptation layer. CMT essentially

enable the provisioning of new virtual servers and deployment of selected TOAS

MWS platforms on any cloud infrastructure. [5]

Finally, TOAS Consultancy and Modernization Services (CMS) are designed to sup-

port  customers  when  planning  new development  on  top  of  TOAS,  or  migrating

existing applications to TOAS. Consultation includes workshops with customer to

define  business  vision  and needs,  and to  draw a  harmonized architecture  around

them.  Research  and  development  services  are  used  to  formulate  TOAS  based

solutions  to specific business needs.  Proof of concept demonstration could be an

outcome of this work. Training services are used to promote the best practices on

using different TOAS MWS platforms.  Trainings can be customized for different

customer roles, e.g. developers or analysts. [12]
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3    MIGRATION CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS IN 

LITERATURE

A literature review was performed to gather information about existing solutions to

legacy-to-cloud migration  issues.  Database  searches  were  run on ACM, EBSCO,

IEEE,  Science  Direct  and  SpringLink  databases.  Search  string  used  consisted  of

cloud AND migrat*, and the results were systematically inspected and handpicked

for further investigation. Out of scope papers, and generally poor studies were ruled

out from the review.

As part of the review the findings were also judged against TOAS suitability where

applicable.

3.1    State of research

In order to understand the existing research field better regarding legacy application

migration to cloud, the state of the research was briefly investigated in the beginning

of the literature review. It was a known fact that no TOAS specific research exists,

thus providing a fresh starting point. However, at the same time it is also interesting

to know how this new research fits into the surrounding research agenda.

Jamshidi et al. conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) on legacy software

cloud migration research in 2013. The review, first of its kind, looks into 23 research

papers ranging from 2010 to 2013, carefully selected through a qualitative assess-

ment and based on four research questions related to migration motivations, migra-

tion types and tasks, migration methods, techniques and tool support, and existing re-

search issues and future agenda. [13]

Referring to current state of cloud migration research Jamshidi et  al.  present that

most of the research is targeted at supporting decision making in cloud migration

process. This means that for example the best practices or actual migration procedure

are not so widely examined. The review also shows that the maturity of the research
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seems to be still in a growing state: more real life case studies and experience reports

would increase trust in validity of research and benefits of cloud migration. Also, re-

search that  assesses applicability of cloud migration in industrial  context is  men-

tioned to be missing [13]. Real-world applicability is the key concept of this research

where migration solutions are specifically looked for to be applied in TOAS migra-

tions.

For future research Jamshidi et al. suggest several topics. A cloud migration frame-

work with  well-defined process  and concrete  migration  tasks,  methods and tech-

niques is needed, as well as research combining all migration steps from planning

through execution to evaluation. Tool and automation support for migration execu-

tion is largely missing. Research on architectural support for software adaptation to

cloud environment would be beneficial,  and taking real-time scaling of cloud re-

sources into account during migration is an interesting topic but has received very

little attention so far. [13]

This  research does  not directly cover  any of  the above-mentioned research areas

completely but  touches  individual  aspects  of  them.  In  the  context  of  TOAS and

legacy applications especially the migration execution step is targeted with concrete

actions.

3.2    General views on cloud migration

Perhaps one of the biggest questions to consider in migrations is whether, in the end,

all the work comes with profits and success. There could be several viewpoints into

the issue like operation costs, performance gains, agility to change or just “staying in

the loop” through modernization. One way or another a cloud migration – was it to

TOAS or some other target environment – should bring benefits with it, otherwise it

becomes a useless transformation for IT and business.

Azeemi et al. base their work on traditional information system (IS) success models

and  propose  a  holistic  conceptual  model  for  measuring  the  success  of  IS  cloud
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migrations. The model culminates in people with different perspectives evaluating

the new IS characteristics against specified evaluation criteria. Evaluation must be

done in the context of the operating environment, or  work system, and with good

understanding of both business and technical point of views. [14]

In the work of Azeemi et  al.  the actual  IS characteristics  to  be evaluated follow

closely DeLone and McLean's ten-year update of their IS success model [15] in the

context of cloud computing. System quality has become Service quality and measures

desired cloud characteristics like flexibility, scalability and reliability.  Information

quality stays as it is, measuring content issues. In cloud context this could refer to

data security or SaaS-like concept of offering different information for different users

from a single instance of a service. User satisfaction is mentioned to be exceptionally

hard to measure due to vague service boundaries caused by common third-party inte-

grations in cloud environments. [14]

Ultimately the success of cloud migration is concluded in Net benefits measures: all

positive  and negative  impacts  will  be  listed  side  by side,  including  well  known

measures like return on investment but also cloud-specific ones [14]. In TOAS case

faster development time allowed by harmonized API could be one measure.

Having gone through an evaluation such as the one described in [14] and a decision

making process – and if the results were positive – what kind of steps are included in

a cloud migration project?

Settu and Raj's work considers both the preliminary IT infrastructure transformation

in order to prepare for cloud migration, and the actual migration steps [16]. Instead

of heading for migration directly, the following preliminary transformation areas are

highlighted [16]:

• Consolidation, meaning focusing, combining and reducing IT operations such

as centralizing service desk services or reducing number of servers.
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• Standardization, meaning simplification of IT in terms of streamlining soft-

ware architecture for example.

• Rationalization, meaning questioning the need of IT resources like applica-

tions in regards to their business value and expected lifetime, and abandoning

what is not needed.

• Virtualization, meaning the transformation of IT resources like servers from

physical  to virtual entities. It should be noted that virtualization does not di-

rectly mean cloud operations but can be seen as a preliminary step towards it.

Considering legacy applications the rationalization of existing software before migra-

tion can be especially useful. It possibly decreases the amount of components to be

migrated, thus reducing the overall complexity of migration.

Proceeding to actual migration Settu and Raj present five steps to follow. First comes

an evaluation phase where the suitability of each application for cloud migration is

evaluated. Different kind of characteristics should be considered, like technology, se-

curity and legal issues. Second it is time to select the cloud deployment and service

models  for  each  application,  like  private  versus  public  cloud,  and  the  selection

between IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and other alternatives. Third comes the actual migration

phase.  It might include further analysis on component cloud compatibility, architec-

tural analysis, code changes and e.g. performance measurements. Finally there are

two things  left:  optimization,  i.e.  moving on to utilize the full  potential  of cloud

features, and continuous operation. [16]

The general migration steps presented in [16] are perfectly valid for any TOAS cloud

migration. They are also valid in migrations consisting of legacy applications. How-

ever, as later can be seen, the steps should be supplemented with additional tasks and

methods to solve legacy migration challenges.

There are steps and methods to follow to complete migrations but what does it mean

for software development when the underlying platform is migrated to a PaaS cloud,

like TOAS? Pahl and Xiong have studied the migration process and architectural
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concerns in case of PaaS cloud migration from a software vendor point of view [17].

First of all, they present four steps related to platform migration to cloud. All starts

from business perspective when customer talks to vendor about transforming to SaaS

based delivery model. This results in the need of PaaS as an underlying technology,

and vendor starts to assess the infrastructure options and requirements. Next, it is

time to migrate and carry out the required development work in order to successfully

move on top of a PaaS cloud. Finally comes the provisioning phase where advan-

tages provided by PaaS to vendor are transformed into SaaS level advantages to cus-

tomer.

Perhaps to biggest catch for a software vendor is to learn to utilize the power of

cloud and make success in turning it into a visible improvement for customer. This is

probably easier with new software where development has just started from scratch,

and with support for modern technologies like in TOAS [10]. Legacy aspect as a

starting point makes it  more resource demanding, and essentially more expensive

than in new development.

One option also mentioned in [17] is to migrate to PaaS cloud as is without even

aiming for beneficial opportunities offered by the cloud platform – old environment

is simply replicated into cloud with minimal modifications.

Another interesting reality aspect in [17] for software development is the likely need

of additional training for developers regarding cloud technologies.  If  no previous

cloud experience exists, new requirements might present a problem. For example, the

NoSQL approach for data storage could be one if developers have only been using

RDBMSs.

While true what is presented in [17], it must be understood that the training require-

ments are not the same in every migration. Once again the need of training is proba-

bly more likely in the case of new development work, and legacy migrations are less

likely to involve such massive overhauling at least in the first phase. Nevertheless,

software vendors should expect learning objectives at least on some level.
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3.3    Migration strategies

In the previous chapter some general migration steps were presented. However, there

exists migration strategies which define the transformation approach to be followed.

Strategies also reflect the amount of work required by migration.

Andrikopoulos et  al.  have studied migration challenges and solutions considering

different implementation strategies and the data and business layers of applications.

Four migration strategies are identified: replace where some components, like a data

storage solution, are replaced with cloud counterparts, partially migrate where some

functionality, such as authentication logic based on SSO, is implemented in cloud,

migrate  the  whole  software  stack where  the  whole  application  is  migrated  as  is

utilizing virtual machines running in cloud, and cloudify where the whole application

is  migrated  by  implementing  its  functionality  using  a  composition  of  services

running in cloud. [18]

Legacy migration projects might involve high expenses and solely from migration

cost point of view the option of migrating the whole software stack as is becomes at-

tractive. Porting applications without modifications does not encourage the utiliza-

tion  of  cloud  benefits  but  possibly  allows  fast  and  less  expensive  transition.

Interestingly, it seems this migration strategy has lost most of its attractiveness [13].

Based on the SLR the most popular strategies are partially migrate and cloudify. One

factor in this change is the recent improvement in migration practices.

In their 2011 suggestion Gartner mentions five cloud migration strategies. In rehost

strategy applications and the middleware software running them are redeployed as is

on top of IaaS, instead of on-premises hardware. Refactoring means running applica-

tions on top of PaaS – middleware layer is provided by the cloud vendor but applica-

tion layer stays mostly the same as before. Revising is an option where applications

are first improved to better fit the cloud environment and then migrated using the

previous  rehost or  refactoring strategies.  In  rebuild strategy  applications  are

completely rewritten on top of PaaS targeting at  maximum benefits  derived from
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cloud.  Finally,  replace strategy  takes  a  different  approach  by  replacing  an  old

application  completely  with  a  commercial  alternative  delivered  using  the  SaaS

model. [19]

Keeping in mind the fact that TOAS is essentially a modern development platform

[4],  cloudify and  rebuild strategies are the most productive choices by advocating

new development. They allow the full potential of TOAS to be exploited, including

the Open Infinity Core API for integration purposes [10]. In [19] framework, or ven-

dor lock-in is mentioned as a disadvantage of the refactor strategy. In TOAS this is

not an issue [4], as described in chapter 2.2.

3.4    Migration models, approaches and frameworks

Moving on from strategies to a level of greater detail a variety of migration models,

approaches and frameworks can be identified in literature. This work contributes to

the actual solutions in the course of solving migration challenges.

Reuse and Migration of legacy systems to Interoperable Cloud Services, or REMICS,

is an European Commission supported project that run from 2010 to 2013 aiming at

providing model-driven methodology and tools for legacy-to-cloud migrations in a

service-oriented way [20].

Work  in  the  REMICS project  was  closely  related  to  Object  Management  Group

(OMG) standards consortium. Several concepts in REMICS methodology are bor-

rowed from OMG, like Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM) concentrating on

recovering  the  legacy  system  artifacts  in  the  initial  phase  of  migration,  and

Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM) used to analyze these artifacts and provide

the information basis for migration source architecture. [21]

In REMICS approach the source architecture is migrated into cloud-capable target

architecture by applying SOA and cloud computing patterns, replacing and wrapping

legacy software components, and designing in a way that service composition is 
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emphasized. Migration phase is supported by two additional concepts: Model-Driven

Interoperability (MDI) which ensures that existing services can still interoperate with

the services in the target architecture, and Validate, Control and Supervise activity

which  e.g.  validates  the  target  architecture  against  Quality  of  Service  (QoS)

requirements and test cases. [20, 21]

Finally,  REMICS  project  offers  a  metamodel  and  Unified  Modeling  Language

(UML) profile called PIM4Cloud which can be used to describe the cloud deploy-

ment of target architecture from a designer perspective [22].

Another European Commission supported project similar to REMICS is Advanced

Software-based Service Provisioning and Migration of Legacy Software, or ARTIST,

running  from 2012  to  2015  and  providing  model-based  approach  and  tools  for

legacy-to-cloud migration. ARTIST puts a lot of weight for word modernization as it

aims to help creating software that utilizes the benefits of cloud, not just run on top

of it. The actual ARTIST process is divided into three steps: pre-migration, migration

and  post-migration.  Pre-migration  consists  of  legacy  software  analysis  and  goal

setting. In migration step the legacy software is reverse engineered into a model,

which  again  is  transformed  into  a  higher  level  platform-independent  model  and

further  to  a  cloud-compatible  model.  Finally  the  actual  migration  takes  place

following the cloud-compatible model. Post-migration step concludes the process by

verifying  the  functionality  of  the  migrated  software  against  the  legacy  version

through tests, and by collecting and analyzing measures in order to make sure that

the goals set in the first step are met. [23]

Both REMICS and ARTIST contain highly detailed methodology for legacy-to-cloud

migrations. Projects have produced public deliverables, and REMICS as a completed

project  presents  its  methodology online  at  http://methodology.remics.eu.  The  site

provides comprehensive guidance for agile Scrum-driven modernization steps,  in-

cluding tool support for many tasks.
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Carrying out such a comprehensive, planning-intensive migration project supported

by REMICS or ARTIST consumes a lot of resources. It might be hard for manage-

ment to make the decision of whether to start the migration project or not. Also, are

we eligible  to  migrate  in  the  first  place?  Do we have  any characteristics  in  our

applications or organization which would prevent migration?

Beserra et al. have taken a decision support point of view through their research of

Cloudstep,  a step-by-step process to support legacy-to-cloud migration.  Cloudstep

concentrates on identifying and analyzing cloud migration issues related to three as-

pects: organization itself, legacy application, and cloud provider. A profile is created

for each of them, after which those profiles are cross-analyzed in an iterative manner.

If all obstacles can be removed, migration strategy selection and actual migration are

the final steps in Cloudstep. [24]

Decision making in legacy-to-cloud migrations is a research sub-area of its own and

thus not directly serve this work. However, it is crucial to understand the importance

of it: a company should not drive for cloud migration just because “all others are do-

ing it” but base the decisions on facts, calculated benefits and realistic expectations –

a fact very well  represented in [14] as well.  All this is even more highlighted in

legacy-to-cloud migrations where there is a chance of damaging something that has

worked for ages.

In order to avoid migration risks related to major one-time changes and breaking the

functionality provided by a legacy application an evolutionary migration approach is

suggested by Gunka et al.  [25]. The first  step in this approach is transition IaaS,

aiming at getting rid of daily hardware platform maintenance tasks and thus giving

time for actual development work. The IaaS step touches issues like vendor selection,

backups, security and performance. Having moved to IaaS Gunka et al. consider ap-

plication load balancing as the next step. Here the target is to ultimately make use of

the dynamic scaling opportunities offered by cloud. Highly available load balancers

are mentioned as a typical implementation – exactly what TOAS has to offer through

HAProxy enabled load balancing [10]. The final step in the evolutionary approach is
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moving application modules to PaaS [25]. In its simplest form in TOAS this could be

accomplished by deploying applications to BASs or EE Platforms, and migrating

data to the RDBMS Platform [10].

Ahmad and Ali  Babar  present  an architecture-centric  migration framework called

Legacy-to-Cloud Migration Horseshoe. In this framework migration starts with plan-

ning where the migration needs and requirements are analyzed, feasibility of migra-

tion is judged, and a cloud provider and migration strategy are selected. Next, ac-

cording to the created plan, architecture of components is recovered through source

code analysis and its consistency is checked. Architecture transformation into a ser-

vice-oriented cloud architecture takes place based on the recovered legacy architec-

ture. Specific transformation patterns and operators can be applied here to ease and

describe the process. Finally it is time to generate cloud-enabled source code based

on the cloud-service architecture. [26]

Considering a framework like in [26] that goes onto source code level the question is

how much can be accomplished through automation and how much manual work is

needed. In [26] tool support is mentioned as a future improvement, specifically for

architecture recovery and transformation. It is quite clear that source code generation

cannot be completely automated. There are tools that enable source code generation

based on architectural diagrams like Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams.

However, generating in-depth code is often impossible. This is even more stressed if

platform-dependent code should be used. With TOAS a developer could utilize the

Open Infinity Core API to improve the PaaS integration experience [10], and this

kind of code could not be generated automatically.

Lack of automation during migration is also visible in Cloud-Reference Migration

Model, Cloud-RMM. Cloud-RMM reflects the classification of processes and cross-

cutting concerns in legacy-to-cloud migration research. It is not a migration model it-

self  but  can help  to  find  solutions  to  migration  issues.  In  Cloud-RMM there  are

number of references to automation support for migration planning and evaluation

but the migration execution phase is mostly lacking this kind of support. [13]
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Based  on  the  literature  it  seems  evident  that  no  matter  how  many  frameworks,

models  or  other  approaches  there  are  one  should  realize  it  is  not  possible  to

completely automate legacy application migration to cloud environment on source

code level.

Certain kind of automation is pursued by Chee et al. in their work on Cloud Transfor-

mation Advisor (CTA). CTA approach makes use of existing knowledge base data,

migration project specific data, and a mathematical model to find migration solu-

tions.  More  specifically,  CTA processes  data  on  the  application  to  be  migrated

(technical, business and project information),  cloud platform alternatives (i.e. fea-

tures of different cloud providers) and migration enablement patterns (i.e. best prac-

tices to offer specific capability or functionality). All the data is combined from func-

tional and non-functional perspective in order to find the best migration solutions. A

tool support is also suggested. [27]

The knowledge base approach of CTA sounds promising in a way that it enables re-

use of information. However, creating and maintaining this kind of knowledge base

might not be trivial and requires a lot of work – a fact also recognized in [27]. In

TOAS context CTA-like approach could be used to find the most suitable platforms

(EE, RDBMS, Big Data etc. [10]) for a customer. Tool support would further enable

a quicker selection of alternatives.

Aufeef Chauhan and Ali Babar approach cloud migration through real life experience

having migrated an application to SaaS both in Amazon and Google powered cloud

environments, and present a 7-step process to support migrations [28]. The suggested

process  presented  in  figure  4  starts  with  initial  requirements  analysis  and  cloud

providers selection, after which compatibility analysis is performed between different

cloud  environments  and the  application  to  be  migrated.  For  example,  in  case  of

TOAS  it  could  be  crucial  to  satisfy  specific  Java  Runtime  Environment  (JRE)

requirements [10].
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Next in the process it is proposed to identify potential architecture solutions against

the  functional  and non-functional  requirements  but  also with respect  to  what  the

cloud providers have to offer. Having decided on the architecture the preferred cloud

provider is selected based on additional cloud specific quality attributes like which

kind of delivery models or multi-tenancy options are supported. An assessment is

carried out on how the changes can be implemented in the selected cloud provider

environment  to  fulfill  the  architecture  solutions.  Final  step  in  the  process  is  the

implementation of designed changes. [28]

Figure 4. Aufeef Chauhan and Ali Babar's 7-step process. [28]

The Cloud Motion Framework, or CMotion, targets at holistic migrations where all

components of an application are migrated separately, and provides alternative solu-

tions for deployment purposes. CMotion process handles four different entities: tech-

nologies like operating systems, components which are the building blocks of appli-

cation to be migrated (e.g. Linux),  runtimes like Apache Tomcat running Java web
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applications, and adapters which make it possible to run the application (or a compo-

nent of it) in the new cloud environment. In practice the framework is used to gener-

ate alternative runtimes and adapters for each technology required by a component,

which are then evaluated based on selected criteria and further selected for deploy-

ment. [29]

CMotion can be applied to TOAS platforms. Let's assume there is a legacy applica-

tion to be migrated that consists of Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) running in a full Java

EE compliant application server, JBoss Application Server (AS), on top of Debian

GNU/Linux. These make up the existing application model, i.e. the components. In

TOAS a  runtime for  EJBs  would  be  the  EE Platform running  Apache  TomEE+

instead of JBoss [10]. EE Platform would, of course, require an operating system as

underlying technology. This would be RHEL in case of TOAS [10].

Another example would consist of a legacy client application in a similar environ-

ment that would have to make remote calls to EJBs in outside world. In TOAS this

could be achieved by using the standard BAS running Apache Tomcat as a runtime

[10] and, as an adapter, pull in JBoss client libraries that would allow the application

to call EJBs. Another kind of  adapter in this situation could be pure manual work

where the EJB-based approach would be replaced with RESTful web services.

Finally, Vu and Asal present some practical advice regarding legacy migration to

cloud, both to IaaS and PaaS [30]. A top issue in their compatibility checklist for

PaaS migrations is programming language compatibility which can quickly become a

showstopper in migrations [30]. For example, the current TOAS version 3.0 supports

Java 7 [10]. Another major migration blocker could be database incompatibility, e.g.

through data types or SQL language features [30]. TOAS supports MariaDB through

the RDBMS Platform [10] which is very close to MySQL but not exactly the same –

care must be taken when inspecting feature equivalence. Vu and Asal also mention

the compatibility issue of third party libraries and graphical user interfaces (GUIs). It

is clear that desktop-based GUIs cannot be used from cloud and thus require a lot of

changes.
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3.5    Service-oriented view

Common service models used in cloud environments are all about services: Infra-

structure as a Service, Platform as a Service, Software as a Service, and basically

anything as a service. Despite the naming they do not really refer to the concrete im-

plementation architecture. However, it seems service orientation and SOA have much

in common with cloud computing. SOA should be taken into account when planning

legacy migrations.

Fehling et al. have looked into architectural principles of both service-oriented com-

puting (SOC) and SOA, and how they map to each other. Cloud environments are

distributed systems by their nature, and in SOA distribution is achieved by dividing

features into different services. Loose coupling is important to both: in SOA services

should have independent  design and implementation,  and in SOC loose coupling

makes it easier to perform elastic scaling and failure management between different

parts of application. [31]

State isolation in SOC is usually implemented by very few application components,

and in  SOA services  prefer  state  managed request  by request  [31].  Furthermore,

statelessness is mentioned in [28]: applications consisting of stateless components

are easier targets for elastic scaling in cloud as scaling can be achieved by simply

replicating components. RESTful architectures are mentioned as an example.

Fehling et al. also mention elasticity and automated management as cloud architec-

ture principles which are, however, not so clearly visible in SOA. The latter can be

seen as independent and always-on behavior of SOA services, and the former as a

service registry operation coordinating services. [31]

To summarize, applications based on SOA are usually better and easier targets for

cloud migration than non-SOA applications.  Power of cloud can be utilized even

without modifications like in the case of stateless RESTful services. In TOAS the

Service Platform is specifically designed for SOA solutions [10].
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The close relationship of service orientation to cloud computing also comes up in

Nussbaumer  and  Liu's  work  where  they propose  a  service-oriented  approach  for

cloud migrations in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Their framework

usage  starts  with  business  process  decomposition  activity  which  consists  of

identifying processes, services providing the processes, and data used by services.

This  activity  leads  into  service  candidates  for  cloud migration  which  are  further

analyzed against  SME-specific  service  requirements  (e.g.  collaboration,  sales  and

accounting). [32]

Next  in  the  framework  comes  cloud  platform selection  activity.  In  practice  this

means decisions between public, private, hybrid etc. clouds, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS etc. so-

lutions and the actual provider. Selections should be analyzed against SME-specific

cloud requirements (e.g. cost, security and performance). [32]

Final step in [32] is the deployment of selected services to cloud. Nussbaumer and

Liu do not take a stance on how to accomplish this. It might be a job of few changes

in existing applications, or a completely new service developed on top of a PaaS

based on the gathered service repository and data dictionary information.

Generally speaking SOA based applications cannot really be considered to be legacy

software anymore.  There can be exceptions like SOA being utilized only for the

public API of an application while everything not visible is left untouched and still

considered legacy. Nevertheless, SOA is a current and popular trend in application

development  and  SOA-to-cloud  migrations  are  not  in  the  scope  of  this  research

discussing legacy migrations.

In [31] however there are cloud migration patterns identified which, according to

authors, are suitable for non-SOA based applications in addition to SOA applications.

These patterns are also eligible for legacy-to-cloud migrations.

Migration Target pattern considers the optimal layers of application stack for migra-

tion, i.e. how to avoid dependency issues in target cloud environment. It is suggested
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that migration should be done on a level that is completely controlled by the migrat-

ing company (e.g. middleware and above) – everything else below it (e.g. operating

system and its libraries) should be recreated according to the cloud provider. [31]

The next four patterns all try to solve the issues of whether application components

can experience downtime or not during migration. Forklift Migration pattern solves

the downtime issue simply by allowing downtime. During migration access to appli-

cation is first prevented in the old environment, allowing to capture its state (e.g.

data) and move it to the cloud environment. When done, access to the application is

allowed in the new environment and operation may continue. [31]

Stateless Component Swapping pattern touches the same issue but regarding stateless

components.  This  time  downtime  is  not  allowed.  The  solution  is  to  build  a

corresponding  cloud  environment,  connect  it  to  the  same  database  or  other

component watching application state as in the old environment, start the services in

the new environment and have them running concurrently. Finally, when everything

is  set,  just  redirect  traffic  to  new environment  e.g.  through domain name system

(DNS) changes. [31]

The issue to be solved by Database Swapping pattern is closely related to the previ-

ous scenario. If a single database manages application state during migration, it must

not experience downtime, and it is supposed to be decommissioned having moved

the data to cloud, the data must be replicated to a new database during migration by

the  database  middleware.  [31]  In  TOAS  this  could  involve  turning  on  and

configuring the replication features of the RDBMS Platform [10].

Finally, Hypervisor Swapping pattern solves the migration issue of complete virtual

servers where downtime is not accepted. Here a storage area network (SAN) solution

can be utilized to synchronize the disk state from old to new environment. Old server

uses a virtual hard disk drive from SAN to maintain its state which is migrated to the

new  environment  real  time.  Network  reconfiguration  finalizes  the  move  to  new

environment and operation can continue without interruptions. [31]
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In a TOAS migration the Hypervisor Swapping pattern would not really be usable as

the old legacy environment does not contain TOAS components. After all, the migra-

tion is to be done from legacy on top of TOAS.

More in depth views on service orientation can be found in [9] which considers both

cloud computing and SOA, and especially the combination of them.
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4    EXPERIENCE REPORT ON TOAS CLOUD MIGRATION

A cloud migration  project  was  run  by Tieto  for  a  customer  during  spring  2014.

Applications – most of which were legacy software – were transformed to run on top

of a Tieto hosted TOAS cloud environment. This experience report presents the fun-

damental steps taken to enable cloud transformation in the project.

At the time of the migration the project was completed without knowingly following

any special migration strategies or frameworks such as those described in chapter 3.

The solutions selected for this project are now cross-analyzed with the findings pre-

sented in chapter 3 as a post-observation study.

In the scope of this research the report concerns mostly technical issues, not project

management related issues.

4.1    Background

Customer whose business unit specific applications were targeted for migration had

been running their applications in a Tieto hosted, maintained and operated environ-

ment already for several years before the migration. Application development was

also taken care of by Tieto for the majority of the applications.

The old environment consisted of a miscellaneous group of both physical and virtual

private servers, storage space, network devices and networks connecting the applica-

tions  to  Internet  for  public  use,  and  to  customer's  restricted  private  network  for

internal  use.  Use of virtualized servers can be considered to  be a preliminary IT

infrastructure transformation step towards cloud, as described in [16].

Especially the physical servers were beginning to reach the end of their life having a

potential risk of causing downtime in the case of a hardware failure. Also, the soft-

ware platform (e.g. operating systems and middleware) was partially aging in terms

of versions. By modernizing the hardware and platform it was planned to continue
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the active life cycle phase of the applications. Harmonization of the environment was

also  targeted,  as  well  as  more  efficient  cost  structure  achievable  through  cloud

infrastructure.

Major changes to applications, or pursuing the full potential of TOAS platform, were

never  targeted  in  this  migration.  As  a  post-observation  note  it  is  clear  that  the

refactoring cloud migration strategy [19] was followed.  Revising strategy [19] was

also applied regarding some applications.

4.2    Applications to be migrated

Target applications in this migration included almost completely legacy components.

All applications were based on OSS components and running on top of OSS based

middleware and operating system in the old environment: Red Hat Enterprise Linux,

Java Runtime Environment, Apache Tomcat, JBoss AS and MySQL.

Applications itself included a varying set of Java-based GUIs, backend applications

(most of which running batch processing tasks), applications solely managing data

import to and export from databases, web services, and web APIs (RESTful APIs).

Java EE APIs,  e.g.  servlet  and JavaServer  Pages  (JSP) specifications,  along with

various third party libraries were used but JBoss AS with full support for EJB and

Java  Message  Service  (JMS)  was  only  needed  for  a  very  narrow  group  of

applications. Apache Tomcat as a servlet container was enough to run majority of the

applications. In addition to pure Java applications there were some shell and Perl

scripts  to  be  migrated  that  perform  before  and  after  actions  when  launching

standalone Java applications.

Web services and web APIs were not expected to be an issue in the migration but the

legacy aspect was related to other components which were in majority. Many of them

were based on the  technology choices  and development  work started in  the mid

2000s and comprising a lot of legacy code. Modernization efforts were mostly lack-

ing.  For  example,  communication  between most  components  was still  happening
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through Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) API, and only few applications were

actually deployed as Apache Tomcat or JBoss AS applications, rest of them being

standalone and simply started by calling JRE from a command line script.

4.3    Cloud infrastructure

It was agreed to use TOAS MWS on top of a Tieto provided cloud platform called

Tieto Cloud Server.

Tieto Cloud Server (TCS) is part of Tieto's IaaS offering. TCS platform can run in

Tieto data centers or as an on-site installation in customer premises. Server capacity

can be scaled in terms of number of virtual central processing units (CPUs), memory

and storage, and on-site platforms have specific bundle configurations available for

them. TCS comes with six care service packages which define the content of service

level agreement (SLA). Customer self-service portal is also part of the offering. It

enables  access  to  a  template-based  ordering  of  new servers  and  modification  of

existing server capacity, for example. [33]

In this project a TCS platform hosted in Tieto data centers was used, installing TOAS

MWS 3.0 on top of it. TCS was set up with RHEL 6.5 installations. The deployment

model of private cloud with customer dedicated capacity was selected.

4.4    Planning

Migration planning from technical point of view was initiated by documenting the

old application architecture. First, the old servers with their specifications were listed

to get an overall picture on the hardware requirements. Next, the middleware soft-

ware running on servers were documented. This means Apache Tomcat and MySQL

versions  for  example,  and  also  the  related  significant  settings,  like  maximum

memory amount allowed to be used by Tomcat runtimes.
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All these factors contributed towards calculating the required cloud capacity, i.e. the

number of CPUs, memory and storage in TCS. This step is similar to gathering tech-

nical Application Profile Information in the initial phase of the CTA approach [27].

Finally the actual application components run by the middleware were documented.

They were grouped according to the behavior which helped to create a common vo-

cabulary to be used throughout the migration. System overview diagrams, such as the

one showed in figure 5, describing the major application groups and their dependen-

cies showed to be extremely useful in getting a mutual understanding on the compo-

nents. Detailed information about incoming and outgoing interfaces for each applica-

tion with actual protocols and port numbers was also collected. This information was

useful in understanding the network architecture and required firewall configurations

in the cloud environment.

Figure 5. System overview diagram.

In overall the legacy application documentation, or modeling, was very far from a

comprehensive modeling activity such as the use of KDM in the REMICS project

[21, 34] to extract information from components. For example, in this project the
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documentation did not consider source code at all – it was simply not needed as ma-

jor changes were not planned to be done during the migration.

Partly concurrently with the documentation phase each application was judged in co-

operation with customer to get a vision on their future. If it was planned to decom-

mission or replace an application in the near future, it was simply ruled out from the

migration in order to avoid wasted work. This activity corresponds to the preliminary

rationalization step presented in [16] which is used to narrow the field of applications

to be migrated into cloud.

Grouping and placing applications on TOAS platforms for cloud deployment was a

highly important step in the planning process. For example, all full EJB support re-

quiring applications were placed on servers forming a platform group of their own.

Cloud capacity had to be adjusted for each platform according to requirements. 

Security was also an important design principle: deny all incoming and outgoing net-

work traffic by default, allow only the minimal needed connections, publish a very

limited interface, and have a load balancer to process the traffic before forwarding it

to applications. As demonstrated in figure 6, a single application with large number

of components was divided into two logical groups of platforms.

Frontend BASs were planned to accept connections from Internet through a router

and a load balancer, and include applications that either expose public user interfaces

for users, or services for external systems. A separate backend platform group was

designed to improve security by enabling private business logic and data layer use

with very limited connectivity.

Figure 6 also shows the selection of TOAS technologies and platforms used in this

migration: a load balancer, BAS Platforms for application components, and RDBMS

Platform for database. Outside the platform groups there is a legacy network router

on the edge of the Tieto hosted network which accepts incoming requests from Inter-

net and routes those requests to the desired target environment. In this migration it
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was planned to use the router to switch traffic from old environment to cloud for

each application during the migration days.

Figure 6. Example of a TOAS platform layout.

Three migration issues supported leaving the mentioned legacy router as is. Firstly, it

was  a  customer  request  that  for  some  applications  the  Internet  Protocol  (IP)

addresses used by the public must not change. Secondly, migration day tasks became

a  lot  easier  when  no changes  to  DNS records  had  to  made  as  the  IP addresses

remained unchanged.  Thirdly, the router  also takes care of terminating Hypertext

Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) traffic, only sending forward Hypertext Transfer

Protocol  (HTTP)  requests.  This  meant  a  more  simple  configuration  of  TOAS

components.

During the planning it was identified that the applications running in JBoss AS with

EJB and JMS support could be problematic. JBoss as a technology is not supported

by TOAS so it was planned to replace it with the EE Platform. This is a good exam-

ple of following the CMotion approach [29] by providing an alternative runtime for

the application in cloud, as described through an example in chapter 3.4. However, it

was clear that no source code level changes would be made in the scope of this mi-

gration project as the applications were developed by a third party.
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Regarding the applications that were developed by Tieto the approach was different.

All remaining legacy RMI based communication was to be replaced with Extensible

Markup Language (XML) based web services in TOAS cloud. This is a visible step

towards the advantageous combination of SOC and SOA [31]: distribution and loose

coupling [31], and statelessness [28] which make it easier to enable elastic scaling

for example. Performance gains could also be the result of this transformation by

eliminating high overhead caused by remote invocation [25]. Additionally giving up

on RMI makes firewall configuration a lot easier by allowing to use just one port in-

stead of varying range of multiple ports for communication.

Another planned change was to transform command line started standalone Java ap-

plications into Tomcat running web applications on BASs, as that is the only format

supported by a TOAS BAS. In practice this means transforming to the web applica-

tion archive (WAR) compatible format. The transformation corresponds to prepara-

tion for the Standardized Format Migration identified in [29] where a standardized,

self-contained format like WAR is used to migrate applications to cloud.

There were,  however, some applications  to  be placed on RDBMS Platforms that

manage data  imports  and exports.  These  applications  consisted  of  shell  and Perl

scripts, and Java programs, and it was decided to keep them as is. Tomcat server is

not available on RDBMS Platform so it would have not been even possible to run the

applications in Tomcat, unless placed on a totally different platform.

JRE version difference, also a cloud compatibility checklist issue mentioned in [30],

was one discussion topic in the planning phase. TOAS MWS 3.0 supports Java 7,

and most of the applications were running on Java 6 in the old environment, one ap-

plication on Java 5. Luckily no older Java releases were in use, and based on earlier

experience Java 5 and 6 applications were expected to run without major issues on

version 7 also. It was simply decided to follow a trial and error approach: compile

and run the applications on Java 7, and if any problems arise, solve them.
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Test planning consisted of preparing functional and non-functional tests, namely per-

formance tests. Applications in question had no automated testing methods available

for them, and unit tests were also mostly lacking. It was not feasible to build new

testing methods as part of this migration project. Instead, simple functional test cases

were planned to cover the applications in internal and customer tests, and perfor-

mance  testing  was  to  be  completed  by  comparing  batch  processing  run  times

between the old and new environment. Even though in a much more simple form

these activities generate the same results as the  Equivalence Tests and  Measures in

the post-migration phase of ARTIST [23],  or the  Validate,  Control and Supervise

activity of REMICS [21].

Finally, a migration schedule was created for the applications. Single application mi-

gration was to be carried out according to a plan of preliminary tasks, migration day

tasks, and follow-up tasks. An application with low amount of dependencies and no

public use was selected for the pilot migration, reducing the risk on the following mi-

grations.

4.5    Implementation

All  applications  were  migrated  to  the  TCS  enabled  TOAS  cloud  environment

according to plan during spring 2014. Overall the migration project was a success,

not a single rollback to old environment had to be made during the course of the

project. However, some individual issues were detected during the implementation.

Transformation  work  from command  line  started  standalone  Java  applications  to

Tomcat web applications and from RMI communication to XML based web services

caused some bugs affecting functionality – not really a legacy related problem but re-

ality to be faced when doing changes. Also, some other improvements were done at

the same time, e.g. to application threading support. It was noticed that one issue, or

a temptation for a developer, is to start fixing old problems or changing legacy be-

havior that is not required by the migration. It creates even more risks and easily

ruins the work estimations for the migration.
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The plan of replacing JBoss AS with the EE Platform in TOAS showed to be impos-

sible. It was found that the applications contain JBoss AS specific annotations, or

metadata,  in  source  code which  are  not  available  in  Apache TomEE+ of  the EE

Platform. Source code modifications were not desired so it was decided to install

JBoss ASs and the applications on legacy-like TCS servers where JBoss middleware

is not supported nor anyway managed by TOAS.

An issue related to TOAS load balancing by HAProxy was soon figured out during

the implementation: operating in reverse proxy mode hides the original client IP ad-

dress from applications, and all requests seem to be originating from the load bal-

ancer. This causes problems for applications if the client IP address is supposed to be

used for anything. For some applications this was the case, and light modifications

were needed to applications. The solution was to parse the client IP address from the

X-Forwarded-For HTTP header, a de facto standard of overcoming this problem.

The issue described above is highly important to recognize in cloud migrations. Load

balancing, and having a reverse proxy in between, is common in cloud deployments

so this could be a very widespread problem. Legacy applications might make the

adaptation efforts even harder. Also worth noticing is that the Internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF) standardization of the solution, the use of a new HTTP header

called  Forwarded, is still in the proposed state [35]. This means load balancer and

equivalent software vendors are free to select their own implementation and no com-

mon solution can be trusted.

Firewall configuration was a task that required a huge amount of effort. This is not

directly related to legacy applications or cloud but finding, setting up, testing and

maintaining the required firewall rules takes time. Firewalls were not an issue within

the dedicated TCS network but external dependencies were – and there existed a lot

of them in this case. Especially challenging was to keep up with the changes related

to each new migration phase when new interfaces were introduced and old ones be-

came unnecessary. In addition to firewall changes this often required modifications

to application configurations also if an endpoint was changed.
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The main principle in each application migration was to do as much as possible in

preliminary tasks, basically build each application environment completely, and just

migrate  the possible  data  and perform traffic  rerouting during the migration day.

Forklift Migration pattern described in [31] was the most common method. Stateless

Component Swapping [31] was also used for stateless applications that did not con-

tain database data or any other state information within the cloud environment but

were connected to external, unchanged backend applications. In these cases a simple

traffic routing change in the legacy router component was enough to activate the

cloud environment, and downtime became nonexistent.

Finally, it became clear that training of software developers mentioned in [17] was

mandatory. Operating in the TOAS cloud environment required new skills such as

understanding the TOAS technologies and tools, and individual issues like the 

X-Forwarded-For  solution,  but  also  larger  understanding  about  application  and

platform management.  The  DevOps  practices  which  promote  close  collaboration

between development and operations [36] became visible. Software delivery times

were shortened, change processes became easier, and communication between people

was found to be more efficient.

4.6    Future directions

Cloud migration was completed by implementing light changes and optimizations to

applications. It was a conscious choice to use only BAS and RDBMS Platforms and

load  balancing  from  TOAS  MWS.  EE  Platform  was  targeted  but  could  not  be

achieved. As part of the migration project some drafts were made for an architecture

vision based on larger utilization of TOAS platforms and cloud opportunities. This

reflects  the post-migration optimization task mentioned in [16].  For example,  the

Service Platform was suggested to enable more SOA-like operations, and  Identity

Gateway could be used to provide common authentication and authorization service

for applications.
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Load balancing was not implemented for all applications: due to low user amounts it

was not seen beneficial  to  have it  enabled.  If  usage patterns change,  it  might be

needed to implement load balancing for those applications also in the future.

Decommissioning the legacy router component in front of the cloud environment is

something to expect in the near future. TOAS MWS components can fulfill all the

responsibilities of it, the question is merely related to the schedule of when the IP

addresses for services are allowed to be changed.
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5    DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The literature review completed as part of this research supports the SLR findings

presented in [13] about the current state of legacy-to-cloud migration research. Num-

ber of noteworthy and on-topic papers is surprisingly low, and real life case studies

and experience reports – such as this research – are mostly missing. However, the ex-

perience report  presents some good viewpoints on practical issues, and proved to

have interesting cross-references to literature review findings.

5.1    Migrating to TOAS cloud

Migration strategy has a major influence to the first research question of how to mi-

grate legacy applications to TOAS cloud. Strategies presented in [18] and [19] have

great differences in the amount of migration work but also in how the utilization of

cloud benefits is seen. For TOAS, which promotes fast development, integration, and

automation [4], supports modern technologies [10], and provides its own API [10],

strategies  advocating  the  redesign  of  legacy  applications  fit  best.  Redesigning

enables the developers to take full advantage of TOAS features.

In the TOAS cloud migration project described in chapter 4 the legacy applications

were slightly refactored to fit the new environment. This is also a valid approach.

However, careful planning should take place in order to foresee if refactoring is rea-

sonable or even possible. ”As is” migrations to TOAS cloud environments are practi-

cally impossible: middleware layer has to go through changes if nothing else.

One practical way to make migrations easier is to rationalize the legacy application

base before migration. Suggested in [16], rationalization was also part of the migra-

tion project, and resulted in a more simple target deployment architecture.
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Legacy migration models, approaches and frameworks presented in literature give

more insight to answer to the first research question. Approaches can roughly be di-

vided into three groups: solutions aiming for complete redesign, solutions trying to

migrate the old, and solutions which help to decide between these two.

REMICS [20,  21]  and  ARTIST [23]  are  comprehensive  projects  which  target  at

supporting  legacy application  redesign  through modeling.  For  TOAS cloud these

methodologies  should  give  the  best  results,  especially  when  there  are  large  and

complex systems to be migrated. There are also useful frameworks such as [26] and

[32] which propose a more simple transition from legacy architecture to SOA. For

smaller projects these frameworks are ideal choices.

When carrying out a TOAS cloud migration by keeping most of the legacy code,

different kind of adapters and runtimes become useful as proposed by the CMotion

framework  [29].  This  approach  was  also  planned  in  the  migration  project.

Evolutionary approaches such as the one in [25] should be considered to make the

transition easier.

5.2    Required application changes

The second research question about common application level changes needed in

legacy-to-cloud migrations was found to be hard to answer. A SLR [13] states that

the existing research mainly supports decision making in migrations and does not

cover  best  practices or migration execution that much.  However, some principles

could be identified both in literature and in the migration project.

Adapting to SOA is one aspect: not a strict requirement but certainly helps in many

ways. As described in [31] SOC and SOA have much in common, and SOA helps to

utilize elastic scaling and load balancing for example. SOA approach was taken in

the project by replacing RMI communication between applications with web ser-

vices.
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Changing the application code to fit load balancing in cloud is mentioned in [25].

While a beneficial change in principle, a surprising side effect was found during mi-

gration.  Load  balancing  introduced  the  issue  of  hiding  client  IP  address  from

applications, and modifications to applications' code had to be made to adapt to the

change.

Transition to the SaaS service model is one of the drivers for cloud migration [17].

Even if legacy applications are successfully migrated on top of PaaS, further changes

are probably needed to truly offer them using the SaaS model. SOA is once again

needed, as well as multi-tenancy enabled code, i.e. common code base to serve all

customers, and a web browser based user interface [7].

Runtime  and  technology  changes  should  generally  speaking  be  expected,  as

described in [29].  In the migration project  command line started standalone Java

applications were transformed to be run and managed by BASs. Adapters [29] are

also useful, and were planned to be used in the migration. If a technology such as

data  storage  changes  from RDBMS to  NoSQL in  cloud,  adapters  are  needed on

higher architecture levels to preserve application access to data.

The cloud platform itself might present additional application level change needs.

TOAS MWS for  example  offers  its  own Open Infinity  Core API  for  developers

which  becomes  useful  in  integrating  application  functionality  between  different

frameworks. These kind of PaaS level driven changes are not required in every case

but  aim at making use of the full  potential  of the platform. JRE compatibility is

another example of a platform issue which might require code changes.
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5.3    Redesign or migrate

Finally the last research question on whether a complete redesign of the application

layer is needed or not in order to truly benefit from a migration project does not have

a simple answer. If a company is striving for a bottom-up transition to cloud where

• IaaS special characteristics such as rapid elasticity,

• PaaS support such as the Open Infinity Core API of TOAS MWS, and

• SaaS features such as multi-tenancy

are going to be used, then yes, a complete redesign of the application layer is needed.

Required application changes mentioned in the previous chapter already affect the

design a lot. More is to be expected if modern PaaS solutions such as NoSQL or

centralized  identity  management  like  Identity  Gateway in  TOAS are  targeted.  In

most  cases  refactoring  the  old  source  code  is  simply  not  feasible  anymore.  As

concluded earlier, the redesign approach fits best to TOAS cloud deployments due to

the characteristics of TOAS.

However, such a complete redesign requires a lot of resources, and sometimes less is

more: careful judgment should be made to define the current life cycle phase of the

application, and to consider the potential cloud benefits at present time and for the re-

maining application lifetime. Continuation of the active life cycle phase through a re-

liable infrastructure, or lowering operation costs enabled by a harmonized  architec-

ture might be perfectly valid reasons to migrate without major application changes.

Evolutionary migration approaches such as [25] should be considered to enable cloud

benefits step-by-step. No major one-time changes to applications are needed, and the

transition is more likely easier for all stakeholders to accept gradually. Surprising

benefits might come up during the migration process, such as the move to a more

DevOps like operation described in project experiences.
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One of the categorization groups of literature review findings covered approaches

which assist decision making on whether to aim for complete redesign or migrate the

old. Tools like Cloudstep in [24] or Cloud Transformation Advisor in [27] would be

useful in answering to the last research question in every real life migration project,

and are suggested to be used as assistance.

5.4    Future research

In this research the TOAS cloud migration experiences were derived from a project

which did not follow any special migration approach. Even though good findings

were made, and there were clear similarities to the existing approaches presented in

literature, it would be interesting to experiment with different approaches in future

TOAS cloud migrations.

The REMICS approach [20, 21] for example could be followed and adjusted for

TOAS cloud migrations where a complete redesign of the legacy application was de-

sired.  Projects emphasizing service-orientation, which was proved to be useful in the

experience  report  also,  could  benefit  from  Legacy-to-Cloud Migration  Horseshoe

[26] or Nussbaumer and Liu's work [32].

Determining the boundary of whether to redesign or migrate the old is a research

area  of  its  own.  It  is  covered  in  literature  on  a  general  level  but  every  cloud

environment has its own characteristics which have an effect on decision making. It

is suggested to further analyze the existing decision making approaches and tools in

TOAS context.  In an ideal case these kind of (automated) tools could be part  of

TOAS CMS and help  in  consultancy workshops to  formulate  different  migration

strategies for customers.
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6    SUMMARY

In this research the goal was to give recommendations and express notable issues re-

garding legacy business application migration to cloud, and especially on top of the

TOAS platform. A literature review was completed to cover the existing migration

challenges  and solutions,  and  to  analyze  their  compliance  with  TOAS.  Real  life

solutions were presented through a TOAS cloud migration experience report.

Migration strategy is the key denominator in how to perform a legacy-to-cloud mi-

gration.  In  TOAS migrations  it  is  suggested to  redesign legacy applications  in  a

service-oriented way and taking PaaS level characteristics into account to get the

optimal results. Benefits can be accomplished with fewer changes also, as proven by

the experience report. Existing research describes both ways by presenting modeling,

architectural, service-oriented, and evolutionary approaches for migration.

Implementing service-oriented architecture is a common application change required

by  cloud  migrations.  It  helps  to  take  advantage  of  the  cloud  infrastructure

characteristics like elastic scaling but also allows the use of cloud service models

such as SaaS. Adapting to load balancing, and runtime and underlying technology

changes are also general drivers for application modifications. PaaS might introduce

additional requirements or possibilities, like the API provided by TOAS.

The decision on whether to completely redesign or modify the old in migrations has

to be done case by case. Extensive plans for full-scale cloud utilization require re-

design, and this approach also provides the full potential of TOAS. Smaller scale op-

tions are valid especially if application life cycle is nearing its end. Decision making

tools  presented  in  literature are  suggested  to  be  used to  decide between the  two

strategies, and evolutionary approaches should be considered for gradual transition.

Future research suggestions include experimenting with migration approaches found

in  literature  by applying them to TOAS cloud migrations,  and enabling  decision

making tool support for TOAS.
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